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WELCOME

The recruitment software
that you wished for

The Global Recruiter continues to salute all of the key workers that are
currently fighting the Coronavirus Pandemic. As always we are here
to support you by broadcasting information and advice enabling you
to gain a better understanding of how the staffing industry is working
together to support the workforce. Keep up to date via our news service
on www.theglobalrecruiter.com

08

It seems an age ago that all eyes were focussed on Brexit and you
could be forgiven for taking your eye off the ball. But Brexit is looming
and in this issue we aim to get your focus back on the task at hand. We
also hear from the new president of the WEC and hear her plans for the
future. And finally, don't miss the latest news and views associated with
all things tech in The Digital Recruiter, with lots of activity and advice
from the experts in the market.
Stay Safe and Healthy Everyone
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ALEXANDER MANN
SOLUTIONS

authentic

/ɔːˈθen.tɪk/
adjective

1. of undisputed origin and not a copy; genuine, credible.

ACQUIRES
Global talent acquisition and
management firm, Alexander Mann
Solutions, has acquired The Up
Group in a move that will provide
both organisations’ clients with
a broad range of strategic digital
leadership resourcing solutions.
The Up Group is Europe’s leading
digital executive search, networking
and advisory firm, with over a
decade of experience in delivering
digital leadership talent across all
roles from Board level to functional
management. Up works across the
growth curve with VC/PE-backed
firms through to listed corporates,
as well as spanning pure-play

digital companies and multichannel
businesses undergoing significant
digital transformation.
Through this acquisition, the
combined expertise across both
businesses will provide global
recruitment solutions for digital and
non-digital organisations looking
to transform their leadership
capability.
David Leigh, CEO of Alexander
Mann Solutions commented on the
acquisition:
“With all firms increasingly focusing
on digital transformation, digital
skillsets are now more in demand
than ever. There is no organisation

which helps deliver this agenda
better than The Up Group. While
we have admired Up for many
years, and tracked its progress,
we are now delighted to be able to
combine forces. We share a similar
vision to help transform the talent
base of our clients. I look forward
to Alexander Mann Solutions and
Up leading the market in terms of
solutions for digital talent anywhere
in the world.”
CEO and Founder of The Up
Group, Clare Johnston, added:
“Alongside the potential growth
opportunities for The Up Group, by
joining forces with Alexander Mann

Solutions, of equal importance
to me and the team was the
cultural fit of the two organisations.
Having spent time getting to know
Alexander Mann Solutions, I can
see that our values are very closely
aligned. Both our businesses
are built upon the principles
of client-centricity, delivering
outstanding work, building
long-term relationships, being
agile, responsive, collaborative
and insightful. I am truly excited
about the next chapter for both
businesses.”

For the latest industry news log on to www.theglobalrecruiter.com or sign up for our regular news by email

TOP 5
FOR UK
The Total Workforce Index™ (TWI)
has ranked the UK in the top five
labour markets worldwide, based
on sourcing, hiring and retaining
workforce skills. The Global Talent
Solutions Survey utilises 200
factors to evaluate skills availability,
cost efficiency, regulation, and
productivity; combined with big data
and expert analysis to assess the
workforce engagement of 76 global
markets. The annual TWI report
finds that the United States, New
Zealand and Canada are the most
attractive markets for employer
investment, followed by Ireland and
the United Kingdom.
ManpowerGroup has spent
decades developing strategies
and tools that organisations can
use face change, something
needed now more than ever as
organisations prepare for the new
normal. The TWI provides the right
combination of data and insight,
which companies can leverage to
ensure their workforce strategy is
aligned to their business strategy
now and in future.

For this year’s analysis, Talent
Solutions took a deeper look
at talent availability, comparing
the percentage of remote-ready
workforces in different markets
and exploring the availability
of cybersecurity resources.
IT skills, particularly those that
support remote work such as
cybersecurity, continue to be in
demand, along with an ongoing
need for medical, operations
and logistics and those roles
deemed essential.
Jill Bassett, Brand Leader, Talent
Solutions UK, commented: “As
the UK prepares for life outside
of the EU, it’s great to see that
Britain has retained its top spot
in the rankings. Remaining
business-friendly and open will
enable organisations to flourish
and, ultimately, support job
creation. We’ve proven through
the pandemic that businesses
can operate in a new way here
in the UK, and the TWI’s unique
combination of data and insights
provides organisations with the
information they need to make
strategic decisions and deliver
on their talent strategy. And, as
we move into the new normal
and see demand for varied skills
soar now and into the future,

the priority must be to continue
• APAC – Hong Kong, Singapore
creating the conditions for top
and Japan are the top markets
talent to thrive in the UK.”
in the APAC region. Singapore
View the full Total Workforce Index™
and Hong Kong rank highly
2020 report at
for workforce productivity.
www.manpowergroup.co.uk/
The Philippines, Thailand and
the-word-on-work/total-workforceVietnam rank highly for cost
index-2020/ for the full rankings on
efficiency.
markets most favourable to conduct • AMERICAS – The United States
business.
and Canada claim the top
two rankings in the Americas
REGIONAL RANKINGS
region due to workforce
availability and productivity.
• EMEA – The top five ranked
Chile, Uruguay and Puerto
countries in the region are Ireland,
Rico round out the top 5. The
the UK, Netherlands, Sweden and
lowest ranked countries across
Denmark. Ireland and the UK rank
the TWI globally are also in the
favourably for business-friendly
Americas: Bolivia, Honduras,
regulatory systems. Elsewhere,
Nicaragua, and Venezuela.
the Netherlands rank highly for
Only the U.S. and Canada rank
workforce productivity, while
in the global top 10 – at 1st and
Sweden and Denmark rank highly
3rd respectively. >
for workplace availability.
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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BACK ON TRACK

Despite London being placed into
tier two restrictions last month and
the announcement of a second
national lockdown, the number of
professional vacancies in London
paying over £40k continued
to increase, with the average
number of roles advertised each
day reaching pre pandemic
levels. That’s according to new
research from the Association of
Professional Staffing Companies
(APSCo), the trade association for
the recruitment sector.
Professional vacancies hit pre
pandemic levels
The data, provided by business
intelligence specialist Vacancysoft
as part of its Covid hiring tracker,
revealed that the five day rolling
average stood at over 500
vacancies in October – something
that has not been seen since
before pandemic – demonstrating
that the capital is well on the road
to recovery. In addition, the data
revealed that there were two days
where vacancies surpassed 600
which helped push average new
roles up 13% month-on-month.
Amazon retains its crown as
top hirer
Across the companies hiring in
London, Amazon tops the list
once again posting 263 vacancies
in October. Despite this, however,
other organisations are gaining
ground – particularly within the

accounting and consulting arena
– with EY and Deloitte posting
144 and 122 jobs respectively.
This flurry of hiring within the
sector is in keeping with the
huge demand for accounting
professionals noted in October
(752 vacancies).
Elsewhere, the data reveals that
29.8% of recruitment activity
amongst the city’s largest firms
was for IT professionals which
can largely be attributed to the
increased demand for staff to
facilitate remote working.
Ann Swain, CEO of APSCo
comments:
“It’s incredibly encouraging to see
such positive signs in London’s
hiring activity during October
which not only saw the city enter
tougher restrictions, but also the
announcement of an imminent
national lockdown. To see
such healthy recruitment levels
– with some days recording pre
pandemic levels – suggests that
dark days we saw in the early
stages of the crisis are behind us.
Next month’s data will be key to
determining the impact the monthlong national lockdown has had
on recruitment activity. However,
with Boris Johnson announcing
that lockdown will end on 2nd
December as planned, and
positive news surrounding a mass
vaccine rollout, we are cautiously
optimistic about the future”.

BUCK IS BACK

Phaidon International founder
Adam Buck, who exited as
Chairman as part of the Quilvest
PE acquisition in 2018, has joined
Storm2 as Chairman. Victoria
Maloney, previously Global
Operations Director for SThree
PLC, also joins the Board as
NED. The appointments form an
Executive Committee alongside
Puffin Point’s Edward Ogden and
CEO James Brown.

Award-winning FinTech recruiter
Storm2 launched in August 2019,
scaling to 50 people in London
and Singapore throughout 2020.
Storm2 forms the blueprint for a
multi-brand global group, which
will launch new businesses into
eCommerce, HealthTech and
EnergyTech throughout 2021,
opening offices across the USA
and mainland Europe.
Buck commented “I believe this

could be the next significant
global industry story. Puffin
Point have demonstrated great
commitment, with a successful
track record in Spencer Ogden’s
sale to MML. After personally
founding Phaidon through to
PE acquisition, I believe there is
a unique blend of industry and
investor experience to create
something special. Victoria’s
expertise in scaling global teams

will be invaluable.”
Brown, Storm2’s founder,
commented “I am thrilled to
secure Adam and Victoria. We
are looking to hire 200 people in
2021 as we scale the new brands
and global locations, so their
experience will be invaluable.
I am a true believer in opportunity
creation, and I am delighted in
the platform we have to execute
the vision.”
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PHAIDON INTERNATIONAL
ANNOUNCE KEY
PROMOTIONS
Phaidon International is pleased
to announce the promotion
of six senior leaders around
the world, as the business
continues to expand and grow
despite challenges in the current
markets. The company’s organic
growth model is exemplified
with the below promotions, all
instrumental in helping grow
teams across the Phaidon
group as it has expanded from
one London office to 12 offices
internationally.
• Matthew Nicholson has
been promoted to Managing
Director, Selby Jennings
Europe. Matt has been with
the business for 11 years, and
in that time has lead Sales
Performance for Europe and
Asia. He has been a key
player in the expansion of
Selby Jennings – servicing
clients and candidates across
all financial services hubs in
Europe.

• Jack Trudeau has been
promoted to Global Head
of Partnerships. Jack has
been with the business for
10 years and has led the US
Key Account and Business
Development teams since its
inception in 2013. His new
role expands growing EMEA
and APAC teams to further
progress the brands’ most
established and high potential
client groups.
The US operation has grown
substantially, and as such
the following promotions have
been made to Managing
Director, USA:
• Nick Barber, will continue to
head the fastest growing office
in North America: Boston.
He started at Phaidon as a
Trainee Recruiter and has
spent 10 years consistently
growing high performing
teams.

APSCO QUESTIONS NTP
TUITION PARTNER PROCESS
APSCo questions NTP Tuition
Partner process
The Association of Professional
Staffing Companies (APSCo) has
voiced its concerns surrounding
the recent tender process to
become a National Tutoring
Programme (NTP) Tuition
Partner.
Introduced to support teachers
and schools affected by the
pandemic, the NTP government
scheme recently encouraged
tenders for tuition partners
- businesses that have the
resources to support the scheme
over the coming months.
According to the trade body,
though, the lack of clarity and
transparency in the eligibility
criteria and awarding of the
tender has led to significant
confusion from education
staffing companies. As Tania
Bowers, Legal Counsel and
Head of Public Policy at APSCo
explained, as the process was
not run as a normal government
tender, many recruitment
businesses have been left

with no clear routes to query
decisions:
“Our members are extremely
disappointed that so few of
them, if any, were successful in
their application to become an
NTP Tuition Partner. Education
staffing companies have an
abundance of competent
candidates, ready to work and
eager to support disadvantaged
pupils whose education was
adversely affected by COVID-19
and school closures. Those
candidates, accompanied by our
members’ national and regional
expertise, make it difficult to
understand why they were not
selected, and the lack of routes
to dispute the process is only
exacerbating the situation.”
“APSCo has written to
representatives from the NTP
seeking further clarity and
transparency on the selection
process and criteria as well
as details of the feedback and
disputes process for applicants
wishing to query and appeal the
decision.”

• Oliver Hayes, launched and
grew the Chicago office to over
a 6million dollar operation. He
started his career in Science
but came on as a Trainee
at Phaidon and worked his
way up over the last 10 years
across 3 different offices.
• Alec Rahman-Jones joined
Phaidon nearly 10 years ago.
He continues to manage
three Phaidon brands (DSJ
Global, EPM Scientific, and
Glocomms) in New York.

• Kareem Bakr is now covering
both sell and buy side for
Selby Jennings, managing
over 165 consultants in New
York.
These organic promotions have
all been instrumental in helping
Phaidon International and its
brands continue to perform well
during a challenging climate, and
collectively position the business
very strongly to continue
meet the needs of clients and
candidates into 2021.
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LATIN CHALLENGE
Alfred Budschitz, Head of the Chilean staffing
association discusses Supporting the integration of
new workers and delivering flexibility to the Chilean
labour market.

Chile, with the Pacific Ocean to the west, the Andes to the east and the
Atacama Desert to the north, is often regarded as something of an island,
with characteristics that differ from its Latin American neighbours. We
caught up with Alfred Budschitz, general manager, of Agest, the Chilean
association of Human Resource companies, to discuss what is driving
labour markets in his country.

What are the main challenges and opportunities
currently facing your labour market?
Since the return to democracy 30 years ago the Chilean economy has
progressed on many levels and citizens have felt increasingly more
prosperous as the decades progressed. Unlike many markets around
the world, Chile was not too badly hit by the 2008/9 financial crisis as it
had been a recipient of investment money – similar to the BRIC countries.
This all changed with the civil unrest that took place in the last
quarter of 2019. Its origins lie in a wide range of social frustrations, a
tone-deaf government, inequality, a widening gap of an economically
ever advancing country and the fact that little of the new wealth made it
into the pockets of the middle and lower classes. In addition, a largely
unregulated immigration from Venezuela and Haiti placed significant
strain on the labour market and the wider economy. The arrival of young,
inexpensive labour, many of whom – particularly the Venezuelan’s – are
well educated and skilled – resulted in falling wages as the newcomers
were willing to work for less.
At the same moment that we were experiencing downward pressure on
wages, there was an upward pressure on other areas of the economy,
such housing, rent and healthcare, and prices rose. This was tough on
the Chilean people and the result of the unrest has been the call for a
plebiscite held this October in which people voted favourably on the
creation of a new Constitution. At least with this issue now settled, the
uncertainty that weighed on the economy has been removed and the
nation can start to rebuild.

WEC is promoting social innovation as a way of
accommodating new challenges. What does this
mean in your market and how prepared is it for the
post-Covid world of work?
This year’s Covid crisis has of course dealt a further blow to the
economy. Chile has a population of 19 million people and a workforce
of some 8.3 million. While the population is relatively young by European
standards it is certainly not the youngest in Latin America. The birth rate
has fallen steadily for some years as more women have entered the
workforce and, at the end of last year, 55 per cent of women were active
in the labour market – up from just 29 per cent in the early 1990’s. For
men, the participation rate is around 75 per cent.
Before the crisis hit, the unemployment rate was less than 8 per cent,
whereas now it is 12.9 per cent. But even this figure hides the true
picture as some 30 per cent of the Chilean workforce works informally.
While this is significantly less than many other Latin American markets
where it is up to 70 per cent, the impact of Covid has nevertheless been
hard on these people as they have no safety nets to cushion the impact.
The government’s Covid paycheck protection is only applicable to the
formal labour market.
There are currently three million Chilean’s unemployed – including both
people who used to have a job, the long-term unemployed and those
that have had their jobs suspended due to the crisis. Some 700,000
people – 8 per cent of the formal workforce – have been furloughed
since the start of the pandemic.
One macro trend resulting from Covid has been a new appreciation
of formal work and the protection it offers in the form of unemployment
benefits, healthcare, pension etc. Agency work is of course formal
work, and as such is attractive to the government and worker’s as it is a
channel to bring people, and particularly young people, into the labour
market and also into the formal economy. A recent member survey
revealed that 3 out of 4 people hired in an agency work position did

not previously have a job, or only an informal job. The same research
showed that wages paid by agencies and in outsourcing are some
20-30 per cent above the average wage paid in Chile.
Our industry is increasingly acknowledged as offering a valuable
service to the labour market – providing workers with employability
and job prospects and affording companies the flexibility they need
to put their toe in the water and hire new people in growth areas.
Nevertheless, it will take a while for the formal labour market to
reabsorb and digest all the unemployed.

How do you see the industry’s role evolving in both
the short and longer-term? What is the outlook for
flexible staffing?
Recently, our industry has witnessed a change in its image and is now
seen as more relevant. This has helped a great deal in fostering dialogue
and cooperation with the authorities. Agest has strong and longstanding
working relationships with government and authorities at all levels. We
recently held an event that gathered speakers including the national
under-secretary for work, the director of the local public employment
service and a director of ILO.
The national job exchange has asked us to advise them on improving
their public job exchange portal and we are working in partnership with
them to streamline the service. We are also on the advisory board of
the public employment services and have helped them in rolling out
programmes and webinars aimed at getting people back to work.
We are proud of this excellent PPP in the labour market. It enables us
to forge strong relationships and gain access to key people when we
need them. It also provides us with credibility with both customers and
workers.
In the short term, the private employment sector is likely to be a
beneficiary of the ongoing economic uncertainty as it provides business
with flexible staffing solutions and supports workers to remain employed.

In the long term our sector will need to demonstrate its value to different
industry sectors. Historically, agency work is a service used mostly by
large companies, but this is trickling down and we now see smaller
organisations, who perhaps want to hire just a handful of people, turning
to the private employment sector.
When it comes to flexibility, according to the OECD, Chile is one of
the world’s least flexible labour markets. There are essentially just two,
standard labour market contracts: open-ended and fixed term. Agency
work though is separate, and governed by its own, specific legislation.
As such it offers employers the chance to hire more flexibly. Retail
(except food) is struggling, while logistics, healthcare and IT have
seen continued growth and our members have been working round
the clock to shift people out of shrinking sectors and into areas of
growth. Agest companies hire and train between 100,000 and 150,000
people each year.

What actions are you taking to support your
members and their client companies to lead in the
new normal?
Throughout the pandemic we have supplied Agest members and their
clients with timely information on the emerging rules and regulations. We
have held virtual seminars with the relevant state agencies where clients
can raise specific issues and get direct answers to their questions.
We also helped to design ‘Safely back to work’ protocols for the retail
sector and others, working with health and safety experts to advise on
spacing, hygiene measures etc.
In addition to maintaining regular job fairs to match supply with demand
in the labour market (now held virtually of course), our industry provided
some 500,000 hours of training in 2019. Not only does this equip people
with new skills, but it raises the quality of the workforce we can offer to
client companies and allows them to integrate successfully into their
permanent staff. n
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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NEVER
MORE VITAL
Newly elected President of the World Employment Confederation,
Bettina Schaller of The Adecco Group, shares her vision for the
sector and future labour markets.
What do you see as the main challenges for labour
markets in the new normal?
There are certainly many challenges ahead but I will focus on
just four. Firstly, the crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic has
accelerated the need for fundamental structural change in global
labour markets. While in recent years we have observed newly
emerging trends due to the impact of digitalisation, automation
and the greening of our economies, now, all of sudden, these have
become a reality. The new ways of working and consuming are
already here and they have materialised with greater speed than was
ever anticipated. This presents governments and policymakers with
a challenge and they need to adjust the pace of change in order to
meet the demands of the new normal.
Secondly, the crisis has shone a spotlight on a system which is
geared to a certain type of labour market participant – those with open
ended, full-time contracts. Many governments enacting emergency
measures at the start of the crisis were forced to address this fact.
They had to also provide support to the self-employed and to extend
instruments such as short-time work to agency workers. Now, in the
new normal, governments need to recognise the many different forms
of employment that exist within their labour markets and to transpose
these emergency measures into a structural policy framework.
As a consequence of this increasing diversity in forms of work, a
further challenge is that there should not be a trade-off between
security and flexibility. To date, this is far too often the case. Just
as we need to revisit the way in which we structure labour markets
to offer greater flexibility, so too we must ensure that security is
extended to all workers. The two go hand-in-hand and we cannot
strengthen one element to the detriment of the other. Our experience
in the agency work sector demonstrates that it is indeed possible to
provide protection to a dynamic workforce moving between jobs and
across sectors.
Finally, we need to ensure that any new policies take into account
the perspective of all the various labour market actors – including
workers who are emerging from the crisis with different needs

– and that we involve everyone in the process. Countries with a
strong tradition of social dialogue need to use it as an instrument
to ‘future-proof’ their labour markets. Naturally, businesses need to
play their part, but so too do individuals and we should be looking
to governments to create a new framework for that cooperation.
We need some sort of new “social contract” which will re-write the
expectations and responsibilities of all labour market actors to meet
the needs of the new world of work.

Now is the moment to enact
new labour market measures
that would not even have
seemed possible just one
year ago.

Yet, challenges come with opportunities.
What support can the private employment
services industry provide in the post Covid-19
environment?
Now is the moment to enact new labour market measures that would
not even have seemed possible just one year ago. We should lay
focus on three key areas: First, we must build a framework that
recognises the new approaches to flexibility and allows for diverse
forms of work. Next, we need to create a better connection between
the world of work and the world of education. Skills are a vital
resource for countries, companies and individuals and we need to
ensure that our education systems are equipping people with the
right skill sets for the labour markets of the future. We need to shift
into a world that recruits for skills and not for certificates and build a
framework that recognises that.
Lastly, we need to unleash the power of experts. In the private
employment services industry we are experts in the world of work. No
other sector is so closely connected to the intricacies of the labour
market. One of our roles, which is often not sufficiently highlighted,
is that the private employment services sector works as a pathway
for formalising work and bringing people into recognised employment
with all of the benefits and securities that this affords in terms of
pension, sick pay, general health care insurance, training and
childcare or other family benefits. Agency work is the safest form of
flexibility – and this is of particular importance in times of crisis when
safety nets are crucial.

Yet, we cannot do this alone and cooperation with all stakeholders
– governments, public employment services, social partners and civil
society – will be essential.

What role do you expect the World Employment
Confederation to play in order to support the
future growth of the private employment services
industry?
I am very confident about the continued growth of the private
employment services industry. The sector holds the key to a wealth of
solutions, services and expertise that are in high demand across the
global economy.
The World Employment Confederation will continue to be the voice
of the industry towards policymakers and beyond. It will continue to
build a common positioning – such as the #RoadToRecovery in these
times of crisis. And it will also bring its expertise to companies and

organisations more widely, via initiatives such as #SafelyBackToWork,
which focuses on how the sector can share its knowhow on health
and safety provisions across all industries.
Being part of the World Employment Confederation means having
a knowledge edge on the way in which the level-playing field is
evolving and being able to shape the world of work. Besides growth
and leadership, World Employment Confederation membership also
means putting responsible business practices as a top priority – not
only in day-to-day activities but also in building a sustainable future.
Our members support their client companies and employees in
delivering social innovation that is reshaping the world of work.
I am honoured to have been elected president at such a pivotal
moment and I look forward to working with my Board colleagues
around the world in ensuring that we continue to act as the voice of
labour market enablers. This role has never been more vital as our
members do their utmost to enable work, prosperity, security and
adaptation throughout the labour market. n
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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ENGAGING
OVERSEAS
Neil Merola, Chief Executive Officer at Entity Solutions Pty Ltd
offers 3 considerations for recruiters.
The global pandemic has changed the world we live and work in for
the foreseeable future.
It’s now been more than eight months since professionals around
the world hastily packed up their office workstations and transferred
them into their homes. Organisations were tasked with nimbly
adapting business continuity plans with little notice, as Governments
introduced varying levels of social, work and movement restrictions
around the world.
One of the few silver linings is that this rapid response and adjustment
to remote working has introduced greater flexibility for workers,
recruiters and hirers. For projects that can be managed and delivered
online by white collar professionals, placing local candidates in local
roles is no longer the only option. This is a huge opportunity for
recruitment agencies to look outside the jurisdictions where they and
their clients are based, to secure top talent.
International contract engagements will come into the fore over the
coming months, which is uncharted territory for many recruitment and
staffing agencies. Without the need to work from a physical office,
companies are both looking into expanding into new territories or
hiring workers in different locations to deliver online projects.
In many cases, the hiring manager and candidate may still prefer to
work towards relocation. Ongoing travel bans and border closures
may be adding delays to this process. However, workers can still be
engaged in their current location to work on projects until international
travel resumes.

One of the few silver linings is that this
rapid response and adjustment to remote
working has introduced greater flexibility
for workers, recruiters and hirers.

What are the key considerations for recruitment
agencies when it comes to sourcing and engaging
workers overseas?
1. Understand the local compliance landscape where your workers
will be deployed
International engagements can be complex and understanding the
nuances of local compliance, for both where your end-client and
worker is located, is key.
Employment law
There is a crucial distinction between what constitutes being an
employee and a contractor, so it’s important to understand the ins
and outs of engagement structures. The rise of the gig economy
and the recent inquiries into sham contracting has muddied the
waters of contract engagement. Staying abreast of local legislation in
employment compliance ensures that agencies, clients and workers
are protected.
Statutory obligations
As well as payroll tax and the relevant deductions (depending on
location), a key element to compliant engagements is the local
insurance requirements. This varies by location but in Australia covers
Global Public Liability, Workers Compensation and Professional
Indemnity at the appropriate levels. Insurances are essential
components to a risk-free, compliant engagement and protect both
the worker and the end-client organisation.
Data and privacy laws
In Industry X when processes are automated and private information
sits online, adhering to local data and privacy laws is a key
consideration in overseas engagements. Keeping your organisation,
end-client and worker’s information secure is imperative.

Cross-border flows of personal information create risk and must be
managed carefully. The 2018 implementation of GDPR in Europe
created ripples around the world and created a new standard for data
regulation. In the same year, Australia joined Singapore, the US and
Canada amongst others in APEC’s Cross Border Privacy Rules system.
2. Bring on a local partner at the beginning of the journey
Involve an in-country specialist as early in the process as possible.
That might be in the form of a payroll specialist, labour hire or
contractor management organisation. Ideally your local partner can
handle legal, migration, industrial relations, occupational health and
safety, insurance and taxation all under one roof.
Important questions to ask when looking for a local partner include:
• Will they provide a positive experience for your workers?
• Do they pay statutory obligations?
• What are their data policies?
• Do they have the financial backing to finance your workers’ payroll?
• Are their online processes automated and secure?
• Do they have in-house specialists?

3. Develop compliant payroll processes
The payroll elements vary in every jurisdiction, such as taxation,
benefit deductions, overtime, health or national insurance, debt and
pension (also known as Superannuation in Australia, 401K in the
United States or CPF in Singapore). The reporting requirements of
companies to the local tax authority are complex and require the
processing of personal information, touching back on the data and
privacy issue mentioned earlier.
Outsourced payroll financing is an effective way for you to meet
payroll requirements on time, and means you mean only have one
invoice for each location that your workforce is based in.
While there is a lot to consider when recruiting and deploying a
worker overseas, it can be highly rewarding in producing the best
results for the end-client and the worker. n
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MORE THAN
WORDS
Neta Meidav, CEO & Co-Founder, Vault Platform discusses
Taking the lead on delivering change.

With Covid-19 still dominating the global agenda, the clock is
being turned back on issues of equality. Although the pandemic
has galvanised companies to make statements of solidarity with
marginalised groups, action has been less forthcoming, extending
the life of a problem that has already existed for too long.
Research from US academics at different universities looked
at historical data and warned that biases tend to re-emerge
strongly during economic crises, despite evidence that diversity
and inclusion has positive impacts. Unfortunately, people in
leadership tend to stick with what’s familiar as they try to weather
the storm.
Even before the pandemic gripped the world, the systemic nature
of inequality means that it won’t be until the year 2277 that men
and women will finally achieve equal pay at work, according to the
World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report 2020.
That gap is widening and in a recent paper, Colleen Ammerman,
director of the Gender Initiative at Harvard Business School,
warned that the businesses that do emerge from the
pandemic-triggered crisis will do so with a long-term talent
problem as these key biases re-emerge.
The recent death of Ruth Bader Ginsburg sent a good portion of the
world into mourning and led us to reflect on her almost single handedly
setting the ball rolling for gender equality both via US legislative
reforms and through the global power of her brand. Elsewhere, leaders
are looking to the future – in the UK, fresh off the back of the 43rd
anniversary of the Race Relations Act 1976 passing, the Shadow
Equalities Secretary is calling for businesses to publish their ethnicity
pay gap to help tackle pay discrimination. An initiative called 10,000
Black Interns, aimed at ending the "chronic under-representation" of
black people across major British industries is also launching at the
end of October with a target of securing 10,000 paid work experience
places for young black people at employers across 10 industries,
including accountancy, education, marketing and advertising,
healthcare management and law.

In the wake of collective action by Black Lives Matter (BLM) and
the third anniversary of #MeToo, action from the top is becoming a
necessary facet of domestic politics that we can expect to see influence
outcomes in the near future.
What we are seeing is that the sort of change necessary to restructure
internal procedures and offer better protection for employees needs to
give a voice not just to those most affected but has to enable those with
the ability to enact change to listen.
Strong leadership means advocating for reform from the top-down
while listening to and not talking over those most affected.

Covid and Diversity & Inclusion
Discrimination and inequality are not new challenges. Both have
been an issue for a very long time and are very much a business
issue. Whether it's discrimination against women, Black people, or
LGBT+ people, there is a long way to go and it would seem that public
sentiment is shifting more quickly on these issues than the business
landscape is. We have seen some limited efforts to tackle these
issues, such as the introduction of ‘gender pay gap’ reporting for UK
companies with more than 250 employees and the Board Challenge
announcing the launch of a pledge for US corporate boards of directors
to add a Black director within the next year.
Yet the systemic racism exposed through the Black Lives Matter
movement has once again highlighted the huge problem of inequality
for Black people and People of Color. BAME individuals are not
seeing enough change and people have grown tired of consultation
after consultation around racial inequalities that never come to any
tangible movement. In 2020, black people in the UK had the highest
unemployment rate of all groups; were most likely to have a household
income below £400 a week; and, after Bangladeshi households, were
most likely to claim income-related benefits.

A survey Vault Platform conducted from before the pandemic
revealed that stakeholders are aware of the issue: 65% of the
1,000 enterprise HR and Compliance leaders polled answered
‘Discrimination’ when asked ‘What forms of misconduct do you
feel your organization should address proactively?’. Yet employee
focused research shows that a significant proportion of employees
still witness and experience harassment, bullying, and discrimination
and do not feel incentivised to report it.
Now, the pandemic has exacerbated barriers that threaten
progression. HR analytics platform Syndio published research
earlier this year highlighting deep concerns that Covid was going
to exacerbate existing pay/opportunity disparities between genders
and race/ethnicities. They suggested that BPOC who are parents/
caregivers were much more likely to be considering quitting their jobs
than their white counterparts to care for family during the pandemic.
This potential for a large portion of women and minorities to exit
the workplace creates a massive risk of setbacks in pay equity,
potentially by decades.

Delivering meaningful change
But there is a nugget of truth in the adage: “Never let a good crisis
go to waste”. While the pandemic is causing significant setbacks it
also offers significant opportunity. During a recent webinar, Harvard
Business School Professor Frances Frei, who has helped address
cultural crises at companies such as WeWork and Uber, posited
that change can be most effective when it happens rapidly, and
that global crises give leaders a mandate to radically overhaul their
business models and shift priorities in a way that is not often seen
during periods of relative stability.
This suggests now might be the right time for savvy leaders to
reassess existing initiatives and deploy new ones. A good place
to start would be facilitating a better dialogue between those most
affected by injustice and those with the power to change that.
With employee activism on the rise we’ve seen evidence that front
line workers understand both the opportunity and the problem.
We’ve also seen that these increasingly frustrated groups, without
a platform to drive change internally, are taking to social media
and the press to get their voices heard. This can have disastrous
consequences for shareholders and stakeholders.
For US-led multinational corporations such as Adidas (who saw
protests from employees against existing checks and measures to
tackle inequality at the firm that they claim do not work), introducing
greater protection via internal procedures and scrapping or
enhancing inadequate legacy speak up tools such as anonymous
hotlines could see significant numbers of employees get their voices
heard.
The opportunity for new technological solutions that provide a more
accessible framework for reporting can alter workplace culture
in favour of speaking up and enable better listening for those in
positions of power.
One of the many things 2020 will be noted for is an increased focus
on the collaboration between the functions of compliance, legal,
and HR – specifically at the intersection of a company’s culture and
whether the company and its employees act with integrity.
If you look at public sentiment, government and regulator action, and
employee activism, it’s clear that doing the bare minimum required to
comply with the law is no longer enough as companies are pushed
by their employees, governments, and customers to step up and
adopt a multi-stakeholder approach that serves social purposes as
well as investor demands. n
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THE TIME
HAS COME

Tania Bowers, Legal Counsel and Head of Public Policy at the
Association of Professional Staffing Companies (APSCo) Gets
Brexit back on the agenda.

The last nine months have certainly been difficult for the recruitment
sector. We’re all operating in increasingly uncertain circumstances and
while Covid-19 has understandably dominated business concerns, there
are a number of other challenges that staffing companies must prepare
for. The end of the Brexit transition period is fast approaching, and
recruiters need to be ready.
While there are still key points to be agreed before any Brexit deal (or
not), recruiters can prepare based on what we know now. Given the
administrative burden that comes with some of the preparations, starting
as early as you can is certainly advisable. The Government has set up a
“Check, Change, Go” online tool that will help staffing companies prepare,
but here are some of the steps that recruitment firms need to be taking
now in order to be Brexit ready.

Review your international footprint
There will be restrictions on UK national employees moving into and
around Europe and there may be restrictions on the ability for UK
nationals to run and own businesses in the EU. This will be dependent
on the member state in question and recruitment companies tapping
into European markets will need to take a country by country approach.
The rights of UK nationals to continue working in EU states will need
to be assessed on a country by country basis, but action on your own
employees must be taken now to avoid disruption in January.
You should prepare for changes such as additional requirements on
nationalities, or residency of senior managers and directors and there may
be limits on the amount of equity that can be held by a non-EU national.
You can find more information on the Government website.
Requirements for reporting and auditing will change after 31st December
2020, with the financial period starting from 1st January 2021. UK
incorporated companies who are currently required to use IFRS will
need to use a UK adopted international account service. If operating in
an EU regulated market, you will need to check reporting requirements
in relevant jurisdictions and may need to comply with both UK adopted
international accounting standards and IFRS.

Know how the immigration points system will
impact you
European candidates and contractors you deploy are affected. As of 1st
January 2021, free movement of EU nationals into the UK will cease and
vice versa. As a result, there are actions that your contractors may need
to take if they are EU nationals working in the UK from the end of the
transition period or UK nationals working in an EEA country.
EU nationals can remain living and working in the UK as long as
they have obtained a Settled or Pre-Settled Status visa under the EU
Settlement Scheme. While the deadline to apply for this is 30th June
2021, it’s important to ensure individuals begin applying now to prevent
any disruption to their current job and future assignments.
Concerns over the immigration points system have been raised by
APSCo for some time now. In particular, the limitations of the post
-transition visa options for EU nationals has the potential to impact skills
availability, particularly for those roles on the Shortage Occupation List.
For those sectors that rely on EU talent due to a short supply of in-country
resources, the changes to how employers and recruiters can hire from
across Europe post-transition present a real challenge, particularly for
those hiring flexible workers. The details published so far on the
points-based immigration system provide a disappointing lack of detail
around the movement of and access to highly skilled independent
professionals across Europe.
Under the Skilled Worker route an individual has to have a job offer and
be sponsored by a licensed sponsor to gain access to this – an option
that isn’t viable for independent professionals seeking to work on multiple
projects. The Tier 1 Global Talent visa is also very limited in scope and,
as a result, is not suitable for most independent professionals. While the
document shared by the Government references a broader unsponsored
route within the points-based system which will allow a smaller number of
the most highly skilled workers to come to the UK without a job offer, the
Home Office has made clear that this will not open from January 1st 2021.
Time is running out for those applying for visa sponsorship. For recruiters,
it is essential that your clients are registering as a visa sponsor now

While Covid-19 will remain
a significant influence on the
recruitment world for the coming
months, we cannot let Brexit drop
off the radar.

before it’s too late in order to prevent any placements being deferred
or terminated. Unfortunately, the Skilled Worker scheme requires fees
for employers and visa holders which are amongst the highest in the
world. Nevertheless, without access to EEA talent through umbrella
company, agency worker or personal service company (PSC) routes,
visa sponsorship is the only option.

Review your data transfers
This is a particularly pertinent point for recruitment companies with any
international data touchpoints. The legal framework that governs the
transfer of data between EU companies and UK businesses will change
from next year unless the UK’s Information Commissioners Office (ICO)
has an agreement in place for data adequacy by the end of 2020.
The ICO has indicated it will permit the sharing of data from the UK to
the EU on the basis the EU adequately protects data, but any personal
data coming into the UK from the EU will require an alternative legal
basis for processing, and the ICO recommends the use of model terms.
This will affect any European branch or associated company of your
recruitment business that is sharing data on your system hosted in the
UK, any suppliers processing data in the EU, websites attracting clients
and candidates from the EU and any clients or candidates that are
sharing data with your UK teams from across the EU.
This particular challenge is unlikely to be resolved quickly as the
Commission has stated that the decision on data adequacy cannot be
made until the UK is a third country, although the ICO is working towards
an agreement. For any staffing companies that have data transfers from
the EU into the UK, you will need to identify a legal basis for these – in
most instances this is likely to be through standard contractual clauses
with each party. The ICO has developed an interactive tool to build a
model contract which is available on its website.
It’s important to add that if you are operating from the UK and offer
services to an EEA state that you aren’t based in, you will need to
appoint a representative in the EEA to comply with EU rules. This can

be a law firm or accountant who will act as your local representative with
individuals and data protection authorities in the EEA. Note, though,
that this person or company will be separate from your Data Protection
Officer’s (DPO) obligations and your representative cannot be your DPO
or one of your processors.

Be aware of the in-country requirements
As recruitment businesses export a service rather than goods to the EU,
firms can continue to deliver recruitment solutions to Europe after the
end of the transition period without obtaining an EORI customs number.
However, there hasn’t yet been a services deal agreed and unless this
happens, recruiters won’t be able to automatically deliver services to the
EU under EU law as they have since article 55 was invoked. Instead,
a UK organisation’s ability to provide work to a member state will be
determined by the national laws of the country engaged with. One
country where disruption may occur is Germany where it is unlikely that
UK owned businesses will be able to obtain labour leasing licences,
commonly known as the AÜG.
There may be changes needed to your contracts with clients and
contractors, particularly if you can no longer deliver the services and
APSCo is preparing model clauses for use by its members.
Getting ahead of Brexit while we can
The above are just a few of the steps that recruiters need to be taking to
get ahead and prepare for the end of the transition period. However, it is
not a comprehensive list and there will be nuances in requirements for
each business. What we have certainly seen during the transition phase
so far, though, is an increasing number of staffing companies opening an
EU hub as part of their preparations, and we’re expecting this to continue
for the immediate future.
While Covid-19 will remain a significant influence on the recruitment
world for the coming months, we cannot let Brexit drop off the radar. For
staffing companies, preparation will be key to manage the change from
1st January 2021. n
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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QUANTUM LEAP

The future of modern work
will enable people to work
where, when and how they
want, aligning with their
preferred work/life balance.

John Whelan, CEO of My Digital asks Are recruiters ready for the
next Workforce boom post-Brexit?

The UK’s job market has been significantly rocked by COVID-19 which
catalysed a decline in permanent employment. The UK Government
has tried to protect jobs by launching its furlough scheme in March,
which will continue to be a saviour for many until its extended deadline
of March 2021.
While the furlough extension has delayed the wave of redundancies
expected at the end of the job retention scheme, there is now a
more disruptive event looming for the UK job market. Brexit is fast
approaching and we’re now less than 50 days away until the UK
officially leaves the EU on 1st January 2021. This monumental event
is expected to trigger further disruption and uncertainty for the UK’s
economy with new legislative changes expected for employment, such
as the new points-based immigration system. However, it also creates
new opportunities for flexible workers both in and outside the EU.

Working 9-5 won’t be a way to make a living
COVID-19 has accelerated the shift to flexible working with many
workers joining the Quantum Workforce, where work is reduced to its
smallest and most incremental parts, often across multiple employers.
Today, one in seven workers in the UK are in flexible employment, up
25% in two decades. Similarly across the pond, a third of US workers
are now self-employed ‘solopreneurs’.
This rise in Quantum Employment is underway across a range of
industries and has even filtered into more traditional ‘white-collar jobs’

such as marketing, accountancy and law.
It’s expected Brexit will trigger drastic changes for recruitment
firms due to the end of free movement, which will cause severe
staffing shortages for sectors such as agriculture, healthcare and
manufacturing who all especially rely on temporary workers. This
will be further exacerbated by the end of the Job Retention Scheme
inducing a shortage of full-time roles.
Many workers will face uncertainty but many will join the Quantum
Workforce to reduce their dependence on one employer, sharing
their skills across a range of employers and industries to strengthen
their income. Job seekers want the ability to switch between different
projects with ease, in the same way they order food and car-rides.
Even in full-time roles, flexible working is already a new requirement
for the current tranche of job-seekers, providing the criteria for which
roles they decide to choose.
Similarly, businesses want to ensure operations flow smoothly with
fewer resources by matching staffing capacity to meet business
needs. Inevitably, recruiters will be asked to fill more flexible roles, as
the decline in full-time roles continues.

Leaving the EU and traditional IT systems behind
Employment organisations will struggle to keep up with the drastic
changes triggered by Brexit, and the end of furlough, if they continue
to rely on glacial processes and decades-old technologies that are

currently in place. Recruitment cycles are accelerating rapidly and
contractors want to be paid quickly and accurately. This simply
isn’t possible with fragmented spreadsheets, monthly timesheets
submissions and manual checking of candidate credentials and
certifications.
Not only do these traditional IT systems let businesses down, they
also risk recruitment firms losing vital business if they’re unable to
keep up with the fast-paced gig economy. Recruiters could experience
significant delays or even miss out on hard-earned commission if
traditional IT applications fail to maintain pace with the churn of new
roles being successfully placed every hour.
In order to keep up with the Quantum Workforce and impending
employment changes, a significant shift is needed in the way
recruitment firms onboard, pay and tax workers, which will be critical
as new legislative changes are ushered in by Brexit.

Advancing towards Quantum Employment
Recruiters need to embrace digitisation in order to drive the full
potential from the next generation workforce. Cloud-native software
specifically designed for Quantum Employment can advance admin
processes such as onboarding, credential checking and invoice
matching. With Quantum Employment Design software, organisations
gain the ability to automate timesheets, which can often be left
as a manual task, which provides real-time information exchange

with HMRC, handling all tax calculations seamlessly. This prevents
inaccuracies in paying workers and deducting tax. It also allows
recruitment firms to focus on adding value elsewhere with face-to-face
or virtual connections with clients and candidates.
As Brexit continues to hurtle towards the UK at break-neck speed,
there will be further logistical and economic challenges for recruiters,
with added consideration needed for eligibility of candidates from
different countries. Recruitment firms need technology which will
shield them from the disruption of these legislative changes and
automatically adapt to put the new laws into practice. These growing
pains caused by the UK’s departure from the EU may sound
concerning but they do provide a great opportunity for recruiters in
the long term.
The future of modern work will enable people to work where, when
and how they want, aligning with their preferred work/life balance.
Payments will be made as soon as contracts end and taxation will be
automated. Employees will benefit by offering their skillset to a wide
range of employers and businesses can choose to adapt their staff
team to fit the current business demands. Quantum Employment
will be beneficial to many workforces, even in the face of Brexit.
Recruitment firms face a prolonged period of turbulence with
both Brexit and the end of furlough on the horizon but being
ready to support the fledgling Quantum Workforce will ensure
the potential of clients and candidates can be fully realised while
remaining competitive. n
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NO MORE NICHE?
Tim Dunn, partner and head of recruitment at accountancy firm, Menzies LLP
asks Is the era of sector-specific recruitment over?
The coronavirus pandemic has hit every sector imaginable, catching
companies off-guard and leaving them to deal with the fallout. Among
other things, the crisis has highlighted the need for businesses to adapt,
innovate, and diversify in order to de-risk; and for recruitment firms, that
includes varying their portfolios.
Before the pandemic, recruitment companies were often advised to
secure a niche in their target sector in order to establish themselves as
industry experts, reach the best candidates, and deliver more successful
hires. In turn, allowing the charging of premium prices for their service.
The impact of Covid-19, however, has re-written the rule book and those
that have been able to diversify have proved most resilient. Whereas
work in retail, hospitality, and leisure has largely dried up as a result of
the coronavirus restrictions, sectors such as IT, energy, and logistics are
actively seeking fresh talent. So, with UK unemployment at its highest
level in three years, how should recruitment companies be preparing to
survive and thrive?
Up until quite recently, a targeted approach was considered the most
successful method of recruitment. However, even before the pandemic,
a growing number of firms were realising that this approach made
them more vulnerable to risk in the event of sudden market changes.
The coronavirus crisis has accelerated things; rather than proactively
planning to diversify, many companies have been forced to take a
reactive approach to market conditions and are now looking to explore
alternative income streams.
While catering to the mass-market has proven a lifeline for some, it
should be treated with caution to avoid expertise from becoming diluted.
A natural next step for those considering diversification is to morph into
a sector that has some parallels with one that’s already proven to be

successful. In order for this to work, a measured and managed approach
is key; choosing two or three sectors will ensure the firm’s KPIs remain
consistent and resources aren’t being spread too thinly.
For recruitment companies seeking to diversify, it is important to practice
what they preach. The way they recruit and develop staff internally is
key to building a high-level of transferability. For example, individuals
will need a depth of industry knowledge, in addition to the usual superb
client handling, organisational, and research skills. Where recruitment
professionals display these core competencies, they can then be
redeployed into sectors that are booming. Furthermore, with a sound
commercial outlook and strategic vision, there is potential to nurture
relationships with like-minded individuals outside of the organisation,
allowing partnerships in new markets to be built and contracts to
be formed.
Now more than ever, taking a long-term approach is essential to ensuring
short-term survival. Regardless of specialism, all recruitment firms should
be reviewing their business plans and adapting for the way ahead. For
example, using cashflow forecasting can help with planning how much is
expected to be made in sales and spent in costs. Taking steps such as
reducing their cost base, collecting in any unpaid debts, and protecting
revenues where it is possible to do so, can help to keep businesses
solvent until work streams begin to return to pre-Covid levels.
Recruitment, as with many other businesses, is all about
relationships. The success of a recruiter depends very much on
the strength of the relationships developed over time, with both
candidates and clients. For this reason, sector-specific recruitment
has proven itself to be extremely successful, particularly in the case
of senior hires. Experienced and highly-qualified candidates can carry

a large price tag – in the world of head-hunters and search firms, a
£100,000 recruitment fee isn’t uncommon – so, it is essential that
recruiters understand the job spec, know the market, and have a good
feel for the customer’s culture.
Where strong client relationships exist, it is more likely that the
firm will be the first port of call when any new vacancies arise. This
makes it even more important for firms to invest in talented people
and reward them accordingly. Finding creative ways to keep workers
motivated and making sure their needs are addressed whilst working
remotely is vital.
Prior to the pandemic, it was definitely a candidate’s market, but
things have changed significantly and now the balance of power
sits with the employer. With hundreds of applicants now applying
for every new position that becomes available, and with large time
implications involved in sifting through such applications, business
owners in many industry sectors are likely to be seeking additional

support. While emerging technology, such as AI, can go some way
to help companies, experience is a key factor in identifying the best
candidates.
Providing an all-important buffer between employers and the
marketplace, good recruiters aim to add value to their clients’
businesses over time. From offering advice on positive employment
policies, to supporting business owners in areas such as promoting
diversity and inclusion, recruiters should be taking the opportunity to
immerse themselves in more than just the talent pool.
If 2020 has taught the recruitment sector anything, it’s that even
the most watertight of business models can experience significant
disruption and staying agile to market and economic changes is
vital. By taking a long-term view, establishing a more varied portfolio,
and ringfencing revenues where it is possible to do so, firms can
spread their risk and start working their way back to a successful and
profitable future. n

TALENT ACQUISITION
IS NOW GLOBAL
Remote working has scaled up the hiring market for recruitment
agencies. With the ability to source and engage global talent for
clients, make sure you’re across overseas engagements.
SPEAK TO US ABOUT LOCAL COMPLIANCE:
Employment law
Taxation
Statutory obligations
Data and privacy laws
Entity Solutions is a contractor management specialist, with
expertise in international engagements.

enquiries@entitysolutionsgroup.com
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CENTRALUS’S YEAR
IN REVIEW
2020 presented unique challenges. To help businesses navigate these times, Centralus played a
pivotal role in providing both benefits programs to enhance employee engagement and specialist
payroll support through the furlough process. As the end of the year approaches, we want to reflect
on our corporate performance which prioritised an immediate response focused on strategies to
build business resilience and help employees during one of the most stressful times of their careers.

To keep up to date with the latest technology in the staffing industry, please visit www.digital.theglobalrecruiter.com

Early on in the pandemic, we recognised the importance of remaining as informative as possible and working closely with our customers
to understand their needs. David Callaghan, CEO of Centralus, asserts that “Our clear business strategy and efficient implementation
from the outset put people’s minds at ease about the future.” The dedicated COVID-19 portal we launched in April provides up-to-date
information and answers to commonly asked questions regarding the outbreak, along with vital benefits and services for key workers,
employees, and their families. Importantly, the portal includes advice for a wide range of Coronavirus-related employment topics such
as employment rights, best practices/policies, and resolving workplace conflicts.
In 2020, we experienced the shift towards working from home. As well as sharing valuable tips on working remotely on our portal, we
introduced a new online training tool for personal and professional development. Employees want jobs where they can learn new skills
to further their careers. With access to over 45 courses, employees have benefited from our self-paced online learning, designed to fit
around their availability and give them the opportunities they seek to learn, grow, and advance.

Protecting the wellbeing of employees has remained a number
one priority. Our monthly discounts and deals integrate into
employees’ daily lives to help them save money week in, week
out, from everyday essentials to recreational retail purchases,
thereby reducing financial stress. Additionally, we provide
wellbeing resources proven to increase healthy behaviour from
online health assessments to nutritional advice. We’ve received
positive client feedback regarding the impact of these offerings,
with Jonathon Biddle, Operations Director at Umbrella.co.uk,
commenting that “Contractors love that they have access to all
these amazing lifestyle benefits through the portal, especially in
times of need like this.”
COVID-19 also increased the importance of our mental health
offerings. Centralus’s confidential counselling helpline was an
essential support service for employees’ emotional resilience.
Tellingly, during the first few months of the pandemic, we
recorded a 200% increase in usage of this support line service.
Our effective solution for medical support was welcomed through
virtual health-care benefits, allowing employees to communicate
with a GP online, at any time.
This year, our team of industry experts worked alongside business
owners and directors to evaluate their unique circumstances and
operational requirements, providing essential payroll support
to manage the changing terms and conditions of the furlough
process. Our specialists offered a full-circle approach, handling
all administration and providing weekly updates on the furlough
scheme. Importantly, they provided a wealth of knowledge
on the best practices required to keep businesses compliant.
These valuable payroll management services freed up time for
executives to focus on day-to-day strategy and operations.

the actions needed to best support and engage their employees
during this phase, alongside managing the operational changes
required to comply with new regulations. David Callaghan
believes that “This year, Centralus took the opportunity to
re-evaluate what we’ve been providing. Heading into 2021, we will
remain flexible in responding to rapidly changing circumstances
while continuing to provide the benefits and digital tools to drive
employee engagement and enhance the experience of both the
employers and the employees.”
Centralus’s employee benefits and business support have already
proven their worth during these challenging times. Even under
these circumstances, we can offer you a full employment package
to create more tailored responses to workplace challenges. Would
you like to see our Benefits Platform in action? Contact us and
book a complimentary demonstration to view our services and
benefits that keep employees happy and give them the tools
they need in order to be their best professional selves.

T: 0800 211 8109 • E: info@centralus.co.uk

PROMINENCE
LANDS IN
THE UK
The past year has been a
rollercoaster for businesses
across the world, to say the
least, and Prominence has not
been immune to the effects.
But the recruitment marketing
agency is taking challenges in
its stride and leveraging new
market opportunities through
the launch of Prominence
UK – with marketing buff and
long-time team member Amber
Loach at the helm as Director.
Previously serving as
Marketing Strategy Manager,
Amber was one of the first
employees in the Prominence
Australia business and has
proved time and time again
that her dedication to clients,
knowledge of the recruitment

world and marketing expertise
are second to none. A UK
office has been in the pipeline
for Prominence for several
years, and with recent events
leaving Amber stranded in
England, it quickly became
clear that this was the perfect
chance to hit go!
“When I joined Prominence,
opening a new business
in a new country was not
something I had my sights
on, but the opportunities
and support Chris and the
Prominence team have given
me have been incredible,”
said Amber.
“I’m stoked to be back in
London and ready to bring the
success Prominence has had

in Australia and New Zealand
to Europe!”
Prominence Managing
Director Chris South
commented that “We have
been strategically working
our processes with a view to
bringing a unique offering to
England for some time now.
Having built a following in
Australia through her work,
Amber is the perfect person
to take our brand and way
of doing things to this new
market.”
“For me personally, after
nearly 15 years away it feels
like a bit of a homecoming, so
I am absolutely thrilled to be
in a position to do this,”
he added.

In the current environment,
it has never been more
important to stand out from
the crowd. Prominence’s
results-focused in-bound
digital marketing services
are proven to enhance the
productivity and profitability
of recruitment agencies. The
marketing business targets
three core recruitment
audiences referred to as “the
three Cs”: Candidates, Clients
and Consultants (recruiters).
Each of these requires a
different strategy but they
are all focused on producing
the same end-result – an
increased volume of quality
jobs and improved job
fill rates. >

The businesses Centralus works with have emerged with renewed
ambition and a clearer focus that will serve them far beyond the
initial period of recovery into greater success. We understood
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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SOLUTIO SUCCESS
The Solutio team is absolutely delighted to
have won the Best Accounting & Payroll
Software category in the Contracting Awards
2020. The event took place online on a wet
and windy Wednesday afternoon on the
4th November and provided a welcome
distraction from the imminent national
lockdown kicking in the following day.
Compered by the entertaining Ian Moore,
the event was streamed live on YouTube
and attracted a strong audience from all
areas of the recruitment sector. Seven
companies were included in our category
which was generously sponsored by DNS
Umbrella, and there was a palpable sense
of anticipation when the Award nominations
flashed up on the screen.
Solutio was duly announced as the category
Winner which has been joyously received
particularly given the strength of the
competition. The award is a fitting testament
to Solutio’s commitment to innovation and
automation, plus the continued investment
in developing a unique payroll platform for
all entities in the temporary assignment
supply chain.

It was particularly gratifying to read the
following observation from the judges:
“This was a strong category, but the judges
were particularly impressed by Solutio
Software Limited’s level of transparency
to the market – something that is more
important than ever.”
Solutio’s Co-founder, Julian Pilling,
commented:
“Winning this award provides both
recognition for Solutio’s ability to transform
the payroll process and endorses the
exceptional work of our teams throughout
the year. As all our fellow finalists will
testify, building a pioneering software
platform is not easy and takes phenomenal
skill, resources and dedication, plus an
unwavering belief in creating a product
that can genuinely help the industry. I am
humbled and delighted in equal measure.”
Solutio’s market growth continues apace,
and this award provides yet more impetus to
our exciting roadmap, which includes adding
yet more features to the platform.

DACH EXPANSION

THE ACCESS GROUP ACQUIRES
The Access Group today
announced the acquisition of
Abintegro Limited, a privatelyowned London headquartered
company known for its career
development and digital
learning technologies. The
Abintegro platform has 500,000
users primarily across the UK,
Australia and New Zealand;
enabling academic institutions
and employers to make a
measurable impact on the
career development of their
students and people, and HR
services consultancies to support
people who are returning to
the workforce or seeking a new
career path.
Abintegro will join the Access
People division adding to
the breadth and depth of the
Access Group’s Human Capital
Management (HCM) offering and
complements earlier HCM, digital
learning and career development
acquisitions including CoreHR,
Unicorn Training and MicroLearn.

Following recent acquisitions
of Attaché and Unleashed,
Abintegro additionally further
extends the group’s growth
and activities in the Asia-pacific
region, specifically New Zealand
and Australia.
Abintegro provides technologybased solutions that empower
individuals to understand their
potential, identify and plan career
paths and build the skills and
know-how to achieve their goals.
Abintegro was founded 12 years
ago by brothers Tony and David
Heard, who have since built a
team of 40 staff. Abintegro’s
customers include Brent Council,
Lloyds Register, RAC, University
of Bristol, Lancaster University,
University of Exeter, NHS and
University of Melbourne. More
than half of all universities across
UK, Australia and New Zealand
use the platform. Annual
Recurring Revenue exceeding
£5m is forecast for FY21.
This latest acquisition builds on

October’s announcement from
the Access Group of significant
year-on-year pro forma revenue
growth of 47%, leading to pro
forma revenues of £315 million
UK and pro forma adjusted
EBITDA of £109 million UK for
its fiscal year ended June 30,
2020 (“FY20”). These results
continue 15 straight years of
uninterrupted profitable growth
for the company.
Abintegro will be made available
through the Access Workspace
platform. Access Workspace
is a cloud-based platform that
delivers a suite of business
solutions enabling collaboration
and communication across the
entire workplace.
Dean Forbes, president, Access
People commented:
“The addition of Abintegro
into the Access Group’s HCM
portfolio not only continues
our strategy for enabling
organisations to power success
through people, but also

offers us the potential to offer
individuals everywhere the
freedom to design their career
development for tomorrow’s
opportunities in the workplace.
We welcome Tony, David and the
Abintegro team into the Access
Group.”
Tony Heard CEO, Abintegro
commented:
“Joining Access gives Abintegro
access to a whole new level of
product investment, development
expertise and opportunity.
Our business philosophies
are remarkably similar, with
long-term relationships being
paramount. Our customers will
have the opportunity to explore
a wider and deeper range of
digital learning content and other
technology solutions all from a
single provider. My team and I
are excited to be joining Access
People.”
Terms of the deal were not
disclosed.

Bullhorn®, the cloud computing
company that helps staffing
and recruiting organisations
transform their businesses, today
announced that it has entered into
a strategic partnership with DACH
multi-posting/e-search provider
GermanPersonnel GmbH. This
partnership will lay the groundwork
for the providers – both of whom
offer true multi-tenant
SaaS-based solutions – the
opportunity to build a robust
recruitment solution for DACH
agencies that combines a globally
-leading front office (Bullhorn)
and the leading provider of
programmatic job advertising
solutions to DACH companies
(GermanPersonnel). The
combination of efforts of these
true cloud companies gives DACH
recruitment agencies the choice,
confidence, and flexibility they need
to grow their businesses and scale
without limitations.
This partnership is the latest
example of Bullhorn’s commitment
to serving the DACH region, and
comes on the heels of regional
growth in both customers and
internal resources for the company.
With data centres in Frankfurt
and five major partners in the
DACH region, the latest of which
is GermanPersonnel, Bullhorn
is committed to offering DACH
recruitment agencies quality,
extensible cloud-based software
backed by local providers of
speciality solutions. Bullhorn is
doubling the size of its German
team over the next year as the
company invests additional
resources into serving the region.
Bullhorn and GermanPersonnel

were both founded on the principle
that meeting customer needs is a
software company’s first priority and
that technology solutions should
automate mundane tasks in order
to elevate the value of human
relationships and ingenuity. To this
end, both companies prioritize
innovation and customer centricity
that allows DACH agencies to build
out their ideal tech stack without
being forced to accept a combined
set of solutions that may or may not
be the best fit for their unique and
individual business needs.
In the future, the combination of the
companies’ solutions will enable
Bullhorn customers to avoid double
data entry, freeing up time to spend
on growing their businesses and
managing candidate relationships,
while having access to
ever-widening talent pools. As
a result, agencies will be able to
reap the productivity benefits from
these best-of-breed solutions for
ATS and multi-posting, and drive
ever closer to their goals for digital
transformation.
As evidenced by the rise of remote
work and distributed workforces
with the arrival of the COVID-19
pandemic, it is now more important
than ever to offer recruitment
agencies the power of pure,
multi-tenant cloud-based software.
While many solution providers
claim to offer extensible solutions,
ultimately the on-premise or
client-server architecture model
simply does not allow for control
of systems for customisation of
processes and goals, scalability, or
most importantly in the current work
environment – remote collaboration
– and all of these factors are

mission-critical for recruitment
agencies to increase productivity
during both normal and atypical
conditions. Those agencies who are
dependent on VPN connections to
access their on-premise front and
back office solutions will struggle
even to operate effectively and
competitively, let alone
future-proof their businesses
against yet unknown threats.
With Bullhorn’s applicant tracking
system (ATS) built on the fully
extensible and customisable
Bullhorn platform that has been fully
cloud-based since it first came to
market in 1999, DACH recruitment
agencies can feel confident that
their teams can operate with one
version of the truth and accurate
insights, no matter where their
employees may be at any given
time. Bullhorn already serves some
of the largest recruitment agencies
in Germany, as well as having a
rapidly growing number of small
and mid-sized agency customers
in the DACH region. With the
largest recruitment-specific Partner
Marketplace in existence and more
than 100 pre-built integrations,
Bullhorn is especially excited to
further serve DACH market needs
by partnering with companies who
have deep in-region expertise and
strong, easy-to-use solutions.
GermanPersonnel is the region’s
leading multi-posting e-search
tool, also fully cloud-based, that
provides powerful programmatic job
ad posting, giving DACH agencies
the competitive advantage they
need to reach the best talent in
the quickest possible time. With
GermanPersonnel integrated into
Bullhorn, customers will be able

to supercharge their ATS and
streamline multi-posting across a
multitude of channels.
Peter Linas, Chief People Officer
and EVP, Corporate Development
and International at Bullhorn, is
excited about what this unique
partnership will provide to
customers in the DACH region:
“We’ve always operated as a family
here at Bullhorn, and we’re excited
to welcome GermanPersonnel
into our partner family – working
closely together to provide DACH
recruitment agencies with high
quality true cloud software that
automates the recruitment lifecycle
and meets their job distribution
needs. At Bullhorn, every customer
relationship is paramount to us,
and in the twenty years that we’ve
existed, we’ve never lost our love of
innovation, our focus on customer
service, and our desire to put our
customers’ needs first.”
“Digital transformation in the HR
services industry is accelerated
by the Coronavirus crisis,”
said Marco Kainhuber, CEO of
GermanPersonnel. “The winners
of this transformation will be those
HR service providers who rely on
cloud solutions along the entire
value chain – from shift planning
for assignment companies to the
recruitment of employees as well
as all related tasks. The attempt to
shift outdated system monoliths into
the cloud, as some people try to do,
is error-prone and particularly rigid.
Instead, modularity, scalability, and
interfaces are crucial for optimising
processes and keeping the cost
structure as efficient as possible.” n
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Microsoft Teams
integrates with
CTI champion
CloudCall.
CloudCall, the intelligent phone system that
integrates with your CRM, is now available for
Microsoft Teams. The company has added
an industry first integration with Microsoft
Teams to its extensive list of leading
recruitment and staffing CRM systems. This
integration will bring an easier and more
productive set-up for working within the app.
In the current climate, a lot of businesses are running
remotely. Recruiters are meeting with candidates online,
calling clients from their kitchens and communicating with
colleagues through services such as Microsoft Teams.
Microsoft Teams has become not just a handy work tool,
but a way to stay connected with your network. Microsoft
Teams has become an essential part of day-to-day life
for many people around the world, with Microsoft seeing a
new daily record of 2.7 billion meeting minutes in one day,
a 200% increase from 900 million, in mid-March.
CloudCall’s Chief Technology Officer, Paul Clark, said “We’ve
spoken to numerous customers and they’ve all told us their
biggest pain, is switching between Microsoft Teams and
their CRM system.
“We’ve integrated our powerful communications tools
into Microsoft Teams so that users no longer have to
switch between the communication platform and the
CRM system.”
The brand-new integration pulls information from your
existing CRM system and makes details more accessible
and useful within Microsoft Teams. Features such as click to
call and opening candidate records, have been added to
create smooth and simple processes for the user.
CloudCall for Microsoft Teams has many further features to
offer their users too.

card. The call will be initiated from Microsoft Teams, giving
the user the ability to drive the call from the CRM instead of
using multiple devices and interfaces. There is a new SMS
feature for CloudCall for Microsoft Teams too. Recruiters
will have the ability to easily send a quick text to confirm an
interview or book in a call with contacts.
Call syncing
Any calls you make through the contact cards within
Microsoft Teams, will be synced to your contact’s activity
history within your existing CRM system. Details such as
calling times and call recordings will automatically be
saved into the CRM. Colleagues will be able to efficiently
access not just the details of a candidate within the CRM
but listen back to any previous conversations via the call
recordings.
Open a record
As well as initiating a call through Microsoft Teams, you can
open a contact’s CRM records directly from the contact
card with a single click. Viewing details about a client or
candidate has never been easier. The less time the user
spends flicking between programmes and channels,
the more time can be spent conducting business
development and sourcing candidates.
CloudCall CTO, Clark, spoke about the positive impact
the integration will have on remote workers. He said: Now
more than ever, efficient communication within business is
critical, as companies largely work remotely.
“Companies can use our solution to seamlessly recreate
the office experience and empower their employees
to communicate intuitively with their colleagues and
clients.”
Ultimately, the power of the CloudCall for Microsoft Teams
integration allows recruiters to spend less time switching
between platforms and more time doing what they’re
good at, recruiting candidates and keeping clients happy.

Search and share
The integration will allow you to search for contacts within
your CRM, directly from Microsoft Teams. You can view the
contact card and then share this with your colleagues
across different channels and conversations, improving
collaboration by being able to efficiently access and share
the exact same information. If you had a candidate you
think would suit a colleague’s role, you can easily share
these details.
Call and SMS
Once you’ve shared your contact, your teammate will then
be able to place a call to the contact directly from the
cloudcall.com
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COUNTING
ON AI
Avance Services Bandev Gosh looks at the
role of Artificial Intelligence in recruitment.

AI, within the scope of recruitment/HR functions is witnessing
expansion to help streamline and/or automate high volume or
repetitive tasks. It is also helping to minimize manual screening
of resumes. This is just one application of the technology in
recruitment. The major challenge for recruiters is screening of
candidates from a large pool of talent. Manual screening is one
of the most time-consuming functions; on an average, recruiters
spend 13 hours per week to just to source candidates for one
role, and expectedly, there are so many resumes that they will
likely miss out during the process. AI can assist in automating
work-flows without business disruptions.
COVID-19 has affected almost all the industries across the
world. Recruitment companies are among the hardest hit due
to the lockdown and social distancing protocols. To circumvent
this problem, many are developing and beta-testing alternative
methods to get in touch with candidates and conduct interviews.
BigTech companies such as Microsoft, Google, Facebook, and
Intel are no longer doing face-to-face interviews and are moving
towards virtual interviews. Similarly, larger recruiting firms such
as PageGroup and Robert Walters are setting up processes and
protocols to enable similar methods.
Some companies are using AI-based recruitment and candidate
screening tools on a trial basis that will help recruiters to identify
potential candidates and to save time. While this frees up
capacity to perform other necessary tasks, this is also expected
to trip down cost for the company and improve candidate

satisfaction levels. During the last few weeks, AI companies that
are offering recruitment solutions have witnessed an increase
in their business-related queries. Sydney based Curious Thing
that uses voice-based AI to invite the candidates for interview
and also provides analytics services for people intelligence
is one such company that has seen a surge in their customer
base. Bay-area based Talview that offers AI-Powered recruitment
platform with video interviews, online assessments, behavioral
insights, chatbots & automated proctoring software have also
seen an increase in the inquires about the technology since
February. On the other hand, existing customers have increased
their usage of the tools by 30% to 40% and are moving towards
AI-driven hiring like never before. Companies are also using
AI as a mode for faster and impartial recruitment process.
For e.g. IBM Watson, IBM’s AI tool, helps remove potential
bias from recruitment. It helps analyze historical recruitment
data and identifies the instances where there have been bias
in recruitment based on the various parameters such as
candidate’s age, gender, race, and education. >

The major challenge for
recruiters is screening of
candidates from a large
pool of talent.
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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The impact of COVID-19 virus on recruitment and talent
acquisition teams has given rise to a sudden demand for virtual
hiring, collaborative office solutions and remote working tools.
The crisis is, in effect quickening the adoption of such tools by 2
to 3 years.

AI use-cases across recruitment functions
In the current scenario where COVID-19 is spreading across the
world, and many governments have announced the lockdown in
various cities, recruiters are working remotely and struggling to
source the right candidates and arrange interviews. The use of
AI will improve the efficiency levels of recruiters during stressful
times. However, it is unlikely that in the near future, AI will be
replacing recruiters.
Below are several ways recruiters can utilize Artificial
Intelligence to hire candidates:

1.

Resume screening

AI is being used for screening resumes by setting up criteria
based on job requirements. Sorting of the resumes can be done
providing a set of keywords where it can match the resumes on
various job boards and shortlist the candidates.
Toronto based Ideal, an AI company helps screen candidates in
the job boards or the company databases and also grades every
suitable candidate in real-time. The platform uses a predictive
algorithm to determine the best fit candidate for that particular
role. Arizona based Paradox offers its flagship product Olivia
AI tool that is useful for the recruiters and talent acquisition
teams to search & screen candidates, improve conversions, and
answer all queries raised by the candidates.

2. Candidate Assessment
Recruiters and talent acquisition teams typically perform
multiple interview rounds to evaluate the candidates and find the
fitment. This is a time-consuming task. The global crisis sparked
by the outbreak of COVID-19 has made it difficult for recruiters
and candidates to fix and attend face-to-face interviews. One
way to overcome this issue is to conduct AI-powered video
interviews and share the results with panel members to view and
provide their feedback. Companies in the USA and Canada are
opting for such services from AI firm Topdevz. California based
Topdevz has developed a video interview platform that scales
up the interview process by the recruiters. The AI tool interviews
the candidate through its video platform that can be shared with
the interview panel, and it can be transcribed into the database
where the interview panel can search for the candidate’s verbal
answers for keywords.

3. Behavioral assessments
Since the past decade, companies are focusing on the softskills
of the candidates, apart from hard technical skills. Companies
are looking for candidates who are good at not only hard
skills but also have critical personality traits. Managers are
looking out for candidates with a range of soft-skills such as
communication, teamwork, and public speaking.
However, in the current situation, it would not be possible for the
recruiters or the hiring manager to look deep into the behavioral
skills of the candidates as they might not be able to attend a
face to face interviews. AI-driven behavioral and personality
assessments of candidates without requiring the candidate’s
attention or time is a key breakthrough in this domain.

4. Chatbots
Companies are using AI-driven Chatbots for the interview
process. Chatbots cover all the aspects of recruitment right from
resume matching, job request to candidate engagement, and

other essential elements in the recruitment cycle. Chatbots are
also useful to address any questions about the position and
also match the candidate resume with other job openings in
the company. Chatbots can accomplish multiple interviews at
the same time and inform the candidates about their selection
or the next steps in the process.
Many start-ups are already offering AI-powered Chatbots that
will assist the recruiters and talent acquisition teams.

5. Candidate engagement
The majority of the recruiters are working remotely – one of
the significant challenges they are facing is the difficulty in
engagement with the candidates. Using the AI-Driven tools,
recruiters can engage with the candidates even while there
are working remotely. AI-driven tools can assist in sending
text messages, chat using bots, or sending SMS. Using AI,
recruiters can send bulk messages or create personalized
messages to have a better two-way interaction with
the candidates.

Conclusion
The extraordinarily difficult situation has impacted all the
businesses in the world. Under the current circumstances, it is
difficult to predict when the market will be back to normal. Hiring
is slowing down in various industries, and recruiters are facing
difficulties to arrange interviews with the candidates and close
the positions.
There is a possibility of a quiet revolution where there is an
increase in demand for AI-driven tools to make the job of
recruitment easier. Some of the industries which are likely to
seek these services are healthcare, logistics, retail, and supply
chain. AI-driven HR tech companies are uniquely positioned to
serve the recruitment firms, talent acquisition teams, and HR
management. On the other hand, recruiting firms need to rethink
their strategy and contemplate how they can fill the positions
using the AI-driven technology by working remotely. n
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TRANSFORM YOUR FUTURE
Chris Horner, Insolvency Director at Business Rescue Expert asks Is
Digital Transformation the Key to Business Survival in the New World?

After a turbulent year, enterprises are returning to the prospect of a
new world following an unprecedented pandemic.
Around the country the way we interact with customers, how consumers
buy, and what interests the public has rapidly changed. Successfully
managing these digital transformations may be the difference between
your success and failure at this stage of continuing economic uncertainty.
Of course, the investment may appear unviable, but the benefits maintain
growth and profitability. Digital transformations change the way you
conduct your business. It allows you to take a step back and reconsider
every aspect of your business. This includes the technology you use, how
your staff operate, and how customers interact with your brand.
The World Economic Forum has predicted that the value added by
digital transformations across all industries could be greater than $100
billion by 2025. Digital transformations are allowing organisations to
rapidly innovate.
Accepting this innovative approach to your business right now may
spell the difference between company liquidation and prosperity.
Here, we look at the benefits of digital transformation and why it’s
essential for your business.

Transform your customer experience
The main objective for a business is to fulfil the needs of their
customer. A positive experience is vital to retain customers and

encourage new consumers to interact with your brand. Likewise,
positive customer experience is a core principle of digital proficiency.
A recent study found that 92 per cent of the top 100 organisations
have a mature digital transformation strategy in place to improve
their customers' experience. This is compared to all other
organisations where only 22 per cent of responding companies
have these strategies in place.
One way to achieve this is to recreate your e-commerce platforms
to better represent the needs of your customers. A complete
rejuvenation can help to identify problems and obstacles in your
current system.
SMEs have the opportunity to base their digital transformations
on the successes of other businesses. In terms of customer
satisfaction, 70 per cent of the leaders reported a significant and
transformational value in overall customer satisfaction.

Data-based insights
Digital transformation can help you to better understand your
market. By tracking metrics and analysing the data that you collect,
you will be able to better understand your customers. You can also
gain a clearer understanding of how the sector operates under
varying circumstances. This helps companies to make better
business decisions.

One survey on the use of data in business showed that 49 per
cent of businesses believe that analytics are of most use in driving
business decisions. Two-thirds of businesses surveyed believe that
data plays a pivotal role in driving strategies.
There’s a plethora of ways that businesses can collect essential
data. These include surveys, transactional data tracking, social
media monitoring, and in-store traffic monitoring.

Greater collaboration across departments
By centring your organisation around digital infrastructure you
can create a consistent working experience. Sharing data and
information with your staff can promote idea sharing and innovation.
Organisations are beginning to create companies based on a digital
culture. This shapes the way that staff communicate with each other
and how technology influences the way they work. This culture
reinforces their other digital strategies.
It’s important to maintain engagement with staff during a digital
transformation. One report indicates that 79 per cent of companies
that focus on culture sustain strong performance throughout their
transformation.
When organisations are built around a common goal, business
transitions will be smoother.

Improved agility and innovation
Digital transformations allow your business to stay agile, in that it is
always prepared to and welcomes change.
The most successful organisations do not follow the beaten track. They
look to see how their company can diverge from their original mission
and build on their successes. Technology allows these new approaches
to be developed alongside extending business enterprises.
One survey shows that 68 per cent of businesses believe that agility is
within their top three most important initiatives. This means ensuring that
every interaction between customer, technology, and staff is meaningful.
These agile interactions can include, for example, the development and
improvements of chat-bots. It all works towards helping locate the best
possible options for staff and customers.
Frequent technological innovations make it difficult to predict what
business will look like in the future. Organisations can prepare
themselves for this through digital transformations, allowing any future
developments and changes to integrate into their business operation.
Being recognised as a digitally transformed business, customers and
staff will recognise your attempts to innovate and provide the best
possible service. The ability to create additional revenue also highlights
the need to adapt to the digital age. The future is showing its face
through technology. Businesses must take advantage of the transformed
society to change how they operate and reap the rewards. n
www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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BOUNCING
BACK
John Hetherington, UK Sales Manager, Practical Software on
the benefits of technology in a post-COVID world.

There’s no denying that the global pandemic has had an effect on
recruitment. From adjusting to social distancing, lockdown measures
to long-term recruitment and employment rates. It’s been a dramatic
shift for recruiters and candidates alike. A recent survey reported that
59% of respondents think that technology and remote working will lead
to more streamlined and effective recruitment. Against the backdrop of
COVID-19 businesses have already started to adapt, and technology
post-COVID can further help recruiters sustain new practices and
effectively bounce back. But what is out there and how can recruiters
prepare?

Adapting your systems for your clients

Remote interviewing

This changing landscape needs teams that understand it and how
to react and adapt to change. Great benefits can be garnered by
organisations that invest in their workforces. Training and e-learning
can really help teams up-skill; it’s important to ensure that they have
the advanced training that they need, whether that’s resources on tools
to support recruitment such as social media and online marketing or
understanding the data and analytics that these tools provide that will aid
digital transformation.

In person interviewing has of course become more difficult, but the
use of tools like Microsoft Teams and Zoom have created added
benefit for recruiters and candidates. Reducing set up times, removing
the need for travel and associated costs, all while helping companies
create connections with job seekers. An initial screening interview
can be set up and then further meetings scheduled at short notice,
streamlining the interview process and making it more efficient.

Finding the perfect fit
With the inevitable increase in applicants, it’s important to make sure
that you find the right fit for the job. Screening CVs only goes so far,
but psychometric testing can be completed online, giving you further
insight into a candidate’s capabilities and suitability for the role.

Digital onboarding
Robust back-office solutions can take this further. Once you have your
contractors and workers, managing them and their documentation is
a large part of creating a holistic recruitment process. Digitising the
onboarding process can save a business time and money, all whilst
reducing mistakes by working to eliminate human error. The right
solution can help you with right-to-work, contracts and job briefs;
helping you transition a candidate quickly and efficiently between
clients at the end of a contract.

Using a streamlined back-office doesn’t just have to be in place for your
candidates but it can also benefit your clients. By understanding your
clients’ needs and problems you can adapt a flexible system to meet
these challenges and really help clients move forward. It’s evident that the
recruitment landscape will continue to change and being agile will allow
businesses to change with it.

On a mission to
make a positive
difference to the
recruitment sector.

Invest in your workforce

Helping you transform
your recruitment business.

Data security
With all this digital transformation, it’s crucial that we don’t forget the
importance of keeping data secure. Data breaches can be costly for
businesses but there are simple checks that you can do to make sure that
you keep data safe and make sure that you clients and candidates feel
comfortable and safe with your services. No company can promise 100%
protection, but making your data security a priority for your business can
really make a difference.

Supported by...

Take it to the cloud
Each of these things alone can create long-lasting benefits for any
recruitment agency. Using cloud based systems doesn’t just help deal
with storage demands and increases in candidates, but with this you
can future-proof your systems by allowing rapid deployment of updates
and new features. With all the benefits of digital transformation for your
recruitment business can you afford to wait? n
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